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Abstract. State Grid Corporation of China implements the digital transformation
strategy, integrates the resources of various data islands in various power fields
under the traditional model, and quickly forms the capabilities of data governance
and data services. The implementation process will encounter problems such as
difficulty in obtaining big data metadata, data quality, and data traceability. This
paper proposes a power grid data lineage analysis method, which performs meta-
data management, data extraction, data transformation, data calculation, etc. on
the data at the source data end (especially for power grid big data) to generate
bloodline data. See the data source link for the model object. The results show
that the blood relationship analysis function can be beneficial to the tracking and
positioning of data problems, to the diversified analysis of data, to the data gov-
ernance of the big data platform, and to effectively solve the pain points of data
display in the national network data center.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the State Grid Corporation of China has begun to implement the digital
transformation strategy.With the large-scale digital construction, the scale of power grid
data has gradually expanded, and the amount of data has increased year by year. The
company has entered the era of big data. In recent years, companies in various Internet
provinces have been building big data platforms to drive business with data [1].

State Grid Corporation adopts the idea of data middle platform [2], integrates the
resources of various data islands in various power fields under the traditional model,
and quickly forms the capabilities of data governance and data services, so as to meet
the needs of horizontal cross-professional and vertical data sharing, analysis and mining
between different levels and accommodation needs. However, many difficulties and
challenges will still be encountered during the specific implementation.

(1) It is difficult to obtain metadata using a unified approach [3]: It is difficult to
obtain accurate and complete metadata, because the most important metadata for blood
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relationship analysis is obtained in different ways. Especially for big data platforms, the
big data platforms built by various power companies are closed-source, and it is difficult
to obtainmetadata related information. For some electric power big data, even ifmetadata
is obtained, it may only obtain technical metadata information, lacking effective business
metadata, which is not helpful for blood relationship analysis.

(2) The display form of data objects is complex: Usually, the data middle station
adopts a data layered architecture [4]. According to the data middle station capability
architecture, the power grid divides the middle station into the source layer, the sharing
layer, and the analysis layer. The flow of data between levels is intricate and complex.
As the scale of the project grows, the amount of data increases, and the data relationship
becomes more and more complex, data managers cannot clearly and accurately view the
data flow process of the entire professional and overall system from a global perspective.

(3) Data quality traceability is complex [5]: In the process of data access, data
integration, and data calculation, there may be some inappropriate human processing,
resulting in data quality problems eventually, but at this time there is too much data
Layer processing, data managers cannot effectively locate the wrong location in a short
time.

(4) The data structure is diverse and cannot be visualized [6]: In addition to traditional
structured data, the power grid also has a lot of unstructured data, collectedmeasurement
data, E-files and message data of specific protocols. Therefore, it is necessary to support
the high-performance display of massive complex data and a good interactive mode
through the visualization ability of blood relationship analysis.

2 Data Lineage Function Structure

The construction of the power grid data center adopts a unified data resource, service
platform and standard specifications. In data access, data integration, and data analysis,
data quality problemsmay occur in each link. If there is no unified data quality processing
in the system, accurate and effective information cannot be provided in subsequent
business applications. Using the traceability of data blood relationship can solve the
problem of data positioning and realize data traceability.

Data lineage analysis is a technical means [7], which is used to track the entire data
processing process, so as to find any data object as a starting point, all relevant metadata
and the relationship between these metadata objects.

Data blood relationship analysis is divided into four parts: data blood relationship
extraction, data blood relationship analysis, data blood relationship display, and data
blood relationship application (Fig. 1).

2.1 Data Bloodline Extraction

Data bloodline extraction is responsible for collecting the original data of the power
grid, generally in the following ways.

Data replication: refers to the incremental capture mechanism based on database
logs, which realizes real-time synchronization of data from the source database to the
data center.
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Fig. 1. Data lineage function structure

ETL data conversion: refers to extracting, converting, and finally loading and saving
data from the source business system to the data center through ETL tools.

Message bus: refers to the real-time subscription and real-time consumption of source
business system data.

Data exchange: refers to the data exchange used to realize the data exchange between
the headquarters and the provincial and municipal companies.

2.2 Data Bloodline Analysis

Data bloodline analysis is responsible for analyzing the extracted data and converting it
into bloodline data for storage. At the same time, it needs to analyze the data flow and
trace the source of the data resources. It generally includes the following three aspects
[8].

(1) Object-level blood relationship analysis: It is used for the data link relationship
between relational data tables, non-relational data file objects, etc., and is generally used
to reflect object relationship scenarios between different levels.

(2) Field-level blood relationship analysis: It refers to the blood relationship of meta-
data, mainly including table attributes and the data source relationship between file
attributes.

(3) Task-level blood relationship analysis: It refers to the data processing link of task
processing (including data extraction, data cleaning, data transformation, etc.), so that
users can see the data processing process of any object, the execution time of the task,
and the successful execution of the task.

2.3 Data Lineage Display

It Refers to graphically displaying the parsed blood relationship data through visualiza-
tion, including object overview, field identification, blood relationship diagram between
objects, object sample data, etc., to view the blood relationship data of objects from
different perspectives.
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Fig. 2. Data lineage technology structure

2.4 Data Lineage Application

Object lineage analysis can clearly reflect the data flow between objects such as tables,
files, fields, tasks, etc., and can clearly show the data flow link of the entire system to
the user.

When an abnormality occurs in a certain data, the user can analyze the association
relationship of the object to quickly find out the cause of the data problem. For example,
when the user finds that the line loss of the analysis layer is abnormal during the same
period, he can analyze the statistical index data in the upstream shared layer of the topic
table, track it layer by layer, find out the detailed list of the problem, and locate the cause
of the problem.

3 Data Lineage Technology Architecture

The implementation architecture of data lineage visualization technology is shown in
Fig. 2. Combinedwith the concept of datamiddle platform layering, from the perspective
of data processing sequence, the entire platform is divided into data processing layer,
data storage layer and data presentation layer.

3.1 Data Access Layer

Data access is the basic service capability for aggregating various types of company data
into the data center. At present, company data mainly includes structured data, unstruc-
tured data, collection and measurement data, and message data with specific protocols.
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The data mainly comes from the company’s business systems, terminal equipment and
external third-party service provider systems. Real-time data access and timing access
are realized through data replication, data extraction, data exchange and other access
methods.

For structured data, according to the frequency of data calculation, it can be divided
into offline processing and real-time processing.

Offline processing: After data access, data integration, logic processing or analysis
model calculation, service packaging and publishing, etc., it can meet the application T
+ 1 or H + 1 data analysis requirements.

Real-time processing: After real-time data access and stream computing processing,
real-time data is provided for applications in the form of service subscription.

For unstructured data, after unstructured object storage, unstructured content extrac-
tion and analysis, and structured data conversion, it can meet the application’s analysis
and processing requirements for unstructured data.

For data from big data platforms, relational databases are generally used to store
metadata information. Integrate the data in the table according to the correlation of
different tables, so as to obtain technical metadata such as table fields and table views,
and then store the metadata information of power big data through the business table
model and business field model. When the big data platform actually processes data
information, due to the large amount of data, the workload of analysis is also very
large. At this time, various processing methods such as log segmentation method and
multi-thread processingmethod can be used to improve the efficiency of data information
analysis and processing, so as to meet the needs of data processing in the power industry.

3.2 Data Integration Layer

Data integration and transformation means that the source layer data is stored in a
standard table or SG-CIM model table in the data center shared layer after cleaning,
filtering, encoding conversion, and data integration, and updated regularly.

The data integration transformation includes two aspects: Based on the source table,
designed according to the standard table, after cleaning and conversion, a standard table
is generated in the shared layer; Based on the source table, according to the SG-CIM
model, after integration and transformation Generate physical model tables at the shared
layer.

(1) Standard table integration conversion
Based on the standard table physical table structure, create a physical table in the

data center shared layer, and create a standard table according to the standard table
development specification.

Combined with the field mapping of standard tables and the field association stan-
dard, from the business meaning, carry out the source business system table and field
traceability, and combine with the actual business, configure and complete the field map-
ping of the source table and the model table or field association processing logic and
other transformations rule.

Based on the configuration of the conversion rules, by regularly executing the data
integration conversion script, the full data table of the posted source layer is integrated
and implemented in the shared layer.
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(2) Model table integration conversion
Based on the physical table structure designed by the SG-CIM unified data model,

the physical model table is created in the data center shared layer according to the model
table naming convention. Missing or changing is not allowed for fields in the model.

Combined with the field mapping and field association standards of the physical
model, from the business meaning, carry out the source business system table and field
traceability, and combine the actual business, configure and complete the field mapping
of the source table and the model table or field association processing logic and other
transformations rule.

Based on the configuration of the conversion rules, by regularly executing the data
integration conversion script, the full data tables of the source layer are integrated and
implemented in the shared area of the shared layer.

3.3 Computational Storage Layer

Storage computing is the ability to process, calculate and implement storage capabilities
for various types of data that have been connected to the data center in accordance with
rules such as model conversion or business processing. Data storage includes structured
data storage and unstructured data storage, amongwhich structured data is mainly stored
in relational databases, distributed columnar databases, distributed datawarehouses, ana-
lytical databases, graph databases, etc.; unstructured data is mainly stored in Distributed
file system or object storage; data computing methods mainly include batch computing,
stream computing, memory computing, etc.

(1) Structured data
The platform analyzes and calculates the model data of the paste source layer and the

shared layer, and uses the packaged data analysis service and algorithmmodel service to
integrate and synchronize the data to the analysis layer relational database or analytical
database to form statistical index results and broad topic correlations. Tables, etc., are
used by upper-layer applications.

When performing data analysis and calculation, reasonably select data analysis and
calculation tools (including Spark, Python, or SQL) according to the complexity of the
model data and business requirements. SQL is suitable for data development scenarios
where the processing logic is clear, and multiple iterative calculations are not performed
for a certain row or multiple rows, which can usually be realized by one cycle. For
scenarios that require multiple iterations or dynamic query and calculation, use Spark
or Python for data development combined with your own development capabilities. By
writing a data analysis calculation script or program, the calculation is summarized,
and then the summary data is synchronized to the analysis layer relational database or
analytical database through the synchronization tool.

(2) Measurement data
The “message queue + real-time calculation” component is used to complete the

real-time calculation of collection and measurement. The real-time calculation engine
completes the real-time calculation through the association of the stream processing plat-
form. The types of real-time calculation dimension tables include distributed columnar
database, distributed data warehouse and relational database. In the real-time calculation
result data, the measurement business application is supported on demand.
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Table 1. Core fields of table structure

English field name Chinese field name

SOURCE_TYPE source

SOURCE_OBJ_ID source table unique identifier

PROCESS_ID task id

DESTINATION_ID target table unique identifier

CTIME Generation time

SOURCE_TYPE represents the bloodline type, such as table level, field level, task level, etc.;
SOURCE_OBJ_ID represents the unique identifier of the source object, representing the upstream
object before data processing; PROCESS_ID represents the task ID in the table processing process;
DESTINATION_ID represents the unique identifier of the destination object, representing the
downstream after data processing Object; CTIME represents the bloodline generation time

Real-time calculation results are output to a distributed database), and a unified data
service is built to support business applications.

The real-time calculation results are output to the distributed data warehouse, and the
subsequent offline data analysis and calculation are supported by the data warehouse.

The real-time calculation results are output to the message queue, which supports
real-time publishing, subscription and data sharing through the message queue.

(3) Big data platform metadata information
It is necessary to use the log method to solve the acquisition and arrangement of

bloodline information in technical metadata.
Extract the useful data information that needs to be processed in the log file through

HIVESQL.
The key information in the data is divided into blocks to form logical blocks of

information.
Obtain the source, logic, field, target, etc. of the information to be processed from

the logical block, and then integrate these information to form the basic structure of the
metadata, and record the link information of the data to form the information Relevance.

Theblood relationship data adopts different storagemethods according to the require-
ments of different scenarios. For example, for the blood relationship analysis that simply
displays the upstream and downstream layers, a relational database can be selected to
store the processed blood relationship data. The core fields of the table structure are
shown in Table 1.

Based on the above-mentioned core storage structure can implement one-level blood
relationship analysis scenarios at the table level, field level, and task level.

3.4 Analysis Presentation Layer

The development of the analysis display layer is based on the open source big data
chart component Echarts. Echarts provides a graph component that displays the data
relationship structure. By integrating and parsing the data in the computing storage
layer, the corresponding component relationship graph is rendered.
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Fig. 3. Overview of blood relationship analysis

Fig. 4. Bloodline Analysis Field Diagram

4 Application and Practice

Based on the above functional structure and technical architecture, and relying on the
State Grid’s digital capability open platform, the data lineage analysis function based on
the State Grid Data Center has been developed and fully implemented and displayed on
the State Grid Intranet (Figs. 3, 4 and 5).

The data blood relationship analysis module is based on the data center of the State
Grid, and provides a wealth of innovative value, as follows:

(1) Conducive to problem tracking and positioning: In the process of data develop-
ment and processing, the processing of data fields can be clearly seen. The data lineage
module can visually see the data source link of the model object, including source data
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Fig. 5. Power grid data lineage map

table, source field, target data table, target field and other information. When the appli-
cation runs in error, the error location and error information can be quickly displayed in
the link, which is convenient for users to quickly locate the problem.

(2) Conducive to data diversification analysis: Through the display of the whole
process link, you can intuitively see the relationship between data objects and indicators.
In addition, when an indicator is abnormal, it can help users determine the location of
the abnormality, find out the influencing factors by querying the upstream nodes, and
conduct further analysis.

(3) It is beneficial to quickly adjust the data processing logic: when the data pro-
cessing level is relatively deep or the processing time is long, if the processing logic of
the first half of the processing nodes needs to be adjusted, through the visual analysis of
the data lineage, you can quickly find out the adjustment node. The scope of influence
makes R&D personnel only need to adjust the processing logic of some nodes, so as to
solve the problem quickly and effectively.

(4) Different from structured data, power grid big data uses metadata management to
ensure data quality and avoid the impact of changes through blood relationship analysis,
providing companies with a more effective and controllable data management method,
guiding and supporting the data of enterprises operation.

5 Conclusions

This paper expounds the characteristics of power grid data, and points out the prob-
lems of obtaining metadata, data quality, data positioning, and data display based on
some power big data encountered by the State Grid Corporation in the process of dig-
ital transformation. Then the concept of data blood relationship is introduced, and the
functional structure of data blood relationship, data blood relationship extraction, data
blood relationship analysis, data blood relationship display, and data blood relationship
application are described. Based on the functional structure of data lineage, the techni-
cal framework of data lineage is proposed. Relying on the State Grid’s digital capability
open platform, the data lineage analysis function based on the State Grid Data Center has
been developed and fully implemented and displayed within the State Grid. The results
show that the blood relationship analysis function can be beneficial to problem tracking
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and positioning, data diversification analysis, rapid adjustment of data processing logic,
data governance of the big data platform, and effective solution to the pain points within
the State Grid.
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